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SMART
analyses the regulatory complexity within which European market actors operate. 
With a focus especially on international supply chains of products sold in Europe, the 
aim is to find out what prevents and what promotes a shift towards sustainable 
development.
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Spacetime

fusing of the three dimensions of space and one dimension of time to a single 

four-dimensional continuum 

a complex exercise as itself

Especially when connected to interactions between different Earth system 

processes and the interactions’ atmospheric, bio-geophysical and socio-

economic consequences



From Holocene to Anthropocene

The modern interglacial era of Earth, the Holocene, began 

about 10,000 years ago, securing a relatively stable 

environment of the Earth and all the living on it, including the 

humans that have adapted their societies to it

However, starting from the industrial revolution the humans 

has started to turn the planet out of balance 

Climate is changing, biodiversity is lost and nitrogen is 

removed from the atmosphere





Risks beyond management?

Continuing and strengthening pressure on the Earth's 

atmospheric and bio-geophysical systems from human 

activities raises concerns

further pressure could be destabilising

precipitate sudden or irreversible changes to the planetary systems and 

societies 

but without certainty how in space and time this takes place



Risks beyond management?

Not only temporal planetary system processes that directly 

impact the system components as biodiversity, climate 

change and chemical pollution

but also spatial but systemically connected processes as land, 

water and air quality have a global impact

On the other hand, the past affects strongly the future



Risks beyond management?

Due to this complexity, the risks for crossing planetary system 

limits are beyond humans’ management capabilities

What we know is that crossing the planetary system limits 

place us in uncharted territory and by implication there is no 

historical record to which forecasts for the future can be build 



Risks beyond management?

Turning to socio-economy, markets and firms, these changes in 

spacetime create risks without precedent 

beyond the traditional discussion of “corporate sustainability” concentrating on 

fight against “shareholder primacy” and management “short-termism”

starting to be senseless as the consequences of human actions are as complex 

as they are beyond human comprehension, with no room for rational “long-

termism” any more



Risks beyond management?
On the other hand, due the complexity of human behaviour 

and its consequences, there is no intrinsic proofed alternatives 

for shareholder primacy (either traditional or radical, Millon

2013) that do not endanger planetary systems less than 

shareholder primacy – eg “stakeholder thinking” or “corporate 

social responsibility”

What is sure all special interests are a potential danger not 

only for the planet but also for just and safe space for 

humanity living on it, taking into consideration one group’s 

private interest might endanger the others’ and the planet’s





Problem of social cost

What we also know, all stakeholders’ conflicting interests and 

attempts to regulate them impose costs to other humans and 

the planet

Thirdly, we know that the uncertainty on planetary system 

risks and their temporal and spatial scale has been, is and shall 

be used as an excuse for non-action for their uncertainty



Problem of social cost

In this new uncertainty, conventional ‘sustainability’ based 

risk management and microeconomics based ‘internalising 

externalities’ thinking is inadequate

Conventional sustainability thinking builds even in its best on a strong belief in 

traditional hardware technological solutions for anticipating and measuring 

environmental problems and the shortage of raw materials

Technological progress is assumed to continually generate technical solutions 

to the environmental problems caused by the increased production of goods 

and services, causing themselves however increased production and additional 

threat to the system



Markets and firms

For the markets and firms conventional sustainability 

contributes to and relies mostly on accounting, reporting and 

transparency prepared by accountants – and auditing by 

auditing firms – according to the tradition of accounting and 

reporting



Luca Pacioli: Summa de arithmetica, geometria, proportioni et proportionalita (Venezia: Paganini, 1494)



Markets and firms

To summarise: When applied for instance to financial 

markets, conventional sustainability is 

bound with existing market structures 

emphasising ‘agency’ relationships between investors and firms they invest in, 

Especially agency relationships’ ‘information asymmetries’, and 

disclosure and transparency requirements as a solution for them



Markets and firms

Secondly, microeconomics emphasises market solutions: as far 

as ‘transaction costs’

including information costs from producing and consuming information

are low, markets ‘force’ producers of negative externalities to 

internalise them in the value chains

The problem of unsustainability is reduced to transaction 

costs and bounded rationality, giving incentives to short 

planning and investment horizons



Markets and firms

Why this microeconomic view is bound to conventional 

sustainability?

Planning and investment horizon is not the real issue (being 

mostly a question of information costs and bounded 

rationality) 

but the whole ‘business case’ thinking emphasising 

profitability and financial performance of the value chain



Path forward

The only alternative is so ‘strong’ or true sustainability

an overhaul of dominant market and firm structures

a plea for more radical transformations

as conventional economics does not adequately reflect the 

value of essential factors like clean air and water, species 

diversity, and social and generational equity



Path forward
Rather than viewing the three ‘pillars’ of sustainability (social, 

ecological, economic) as three distinct but complementary 

dimensions of sustainable development (for instance from 

reporting point of view)

the stronger model presupposes that economic activities 

serve a socially just society and that both can exist only within 

the planetary system, seeking to integrate markets and firms 

into socio-ecological systems, so that the patterns of 

production and consumption to which the firms contribute 

are within the tolerable limits of the planetary system



Path forward

On the other hand, if commitments to true sustainability are 

taken seriously and to be turned into action, measurement 

issues in spacetime must first be tackled – but from a new 

angle

For these reason, sustainability indicators are not totally futile, as it is essential 

for setting targets, monitoring progress and determining relative performance 

in true sustainability too



Path forward: thinking
However, at the same time radical changes in the institutional 

and economic structure of the society must be critically 

assessed with appropriate tools

True sustainability requires fundamental change in the 

mental frame of capitalism

as in conventional sustainability concentration is focused according to 

microeconomics to internalising externalities

in true sustainability business and economics are embedded in and dependent 

on planetary and social systems



Path forward: thinking

Instead of giving a focus to the enterprise and its supply 

chains, focus must be given to the whole economic, 

institutional, social, and environmental system of value 

networks that shape patterns of production and consumption



Paths forward: regulation

Most of sustainability discussion is concentrating on how firm 

behaviour can be changed by legal norms and social norms, the 

two first modalities of regulation (Lessig, van der Velden, 

Sjåfjell & Taylor)

Due to their weakness, new paths should be sought from the 

two latter modalities, markets and architecture



«Digitalisation» as a path
forward?

Markets and architecture intertwined through digitalisation

digitalisation both in with present (eg Internet of Things, IoT) 

and future techniques of connecting everything together

Examples to be elaborated in a paper:



One Belt One Road

OBOR: People’s Republic of China’s plan is to build a socio-

economic network in Asia, Europe and Africa

Railway lines, power grids, pipelines and ports

but not only them – a network of societies and architecture 

bound together with IoT: 

eg “China Telecom IoT Open Platform” (China Telecom & Ericsson)



Fintech
Example: Problem of SMEs: How to get finance to strong 

sustainability?

Through digitalisation efficiency of capital intermediation, examples

Crowdfunding

Machine-learning algorithms

Distributed ledger technologies (DLTs) and smart contracts



Decentralised autonomous 
organisations
With DLT and smart contracts, a firm itself is decentralized 

from the traditional public and private governance system

The firm run through a network of DLT smart contracts as a desentralized

autonomous organisation (DAO) or decentralized autonomous corporation 

(DAC)

as programs including the required rules and decision-making apparatus for an 

organization eliminates 

the need for public (as law) or private (as legal personality)

institutional and human (as board and management) governing roles



DAOs and DACs

mimic a traditional organisations but replace law and humans 

with its respective technology and code

No agency costs from incomplete contracting that are created through agency 

relationships between investors of different capitals, boards and managers

The Code / architecture in the four regulatory modalities 

(Lessig, van der Velden, Sjåfjell & Taylor)

replacing law, market, social norms



Why DLTs, smart contracts and 
DAOs?
Natural tools to self-govern and self-enforce value networks

Especially complex circular economy sustainable business 

models

Lack of capital one of the most important barriers to the adoption of 

sustainable and circular economy



Why DLTs?

Shifting from a linear to a circular business model requires 

novel innovations in

distribution planning

inventory management

production planning

management of reverse logistics networks

High upfront costs and long payback period 



Why DLTs?

Implementing a circular economy sustainable business model 

also demands 

continuous monitoring and improvement of the products’ lifecycle, 

resources must be allocated to keep all stakeholders committed

DLT might give tools to solve these problems



DLT in finance 

DLT based cooperativism can give “ordinary people” a 

possibility to invest sustainable and circular economy start-

ups directly

Two examples

Crowdfunding 2.0

Neo-cooperatives



Crowdfunding
DLT enhances crowdfunding – enabling long-term financing

No need for platform intermediaries as trusted third parties

Banks and payment service providers

Especially developing economies

Direct customer support into the business model

DLT based DAOs give a genuine new possibility to build a smart P2P contract 

between the participants



Neo-cooperatives
Next step from crowdfunding is to institutionalize it but not 

necessarily to a traditional cooperative enterprise but as a 

decentralised cooperative organization

Smart contracts including ethical algorithms of sustainability can give new 

possibilities to cooperativism and self-governance, difficult to incorporate into 

existing limited liability entities

A smart contract governing the whole value chain, connecting it to one network 

through IoT, might for instance limit or prevent purchases from a cooperative 

store if a member’s carbon footprint grows too big or if there are too many new 

purchases without circulation of previous purchases



Neo-cooperatives
Cooperative membership and share ownership itself can be 

designed to be fluid and automatic

depending on factors such as contributing to use of shared property or 

purchases from a cooperative based agri-food industry or a shared autonomous 

vehicle pool

If a member does not carry her responsibilities or do not fulfil 

set rankings or optimal choices, 

measured according to factors in smart contract, 

membership rights could be revoked automatically, or 

membership terminated without any human interaction through a predefined 

smart contract



DAOs from regulatory 
prespective
DAOs (like many DLT based initiatives)

exist in a regulatory grey zone that may not offer liability, protection or 

accountability guarantees

particularly when they are not explicitly grounded in existing legal systems

There is also legal concern over equity offerings

may place DAO «companies» within the existing securities market requiring 

registration and conformity with a number of rules and obligations

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2017/581948/EPRS_IDA(2017)581948_EN.pdf


DAOs from regulatory 
perspective 
By operating outside of a regulatory framework

DLT based organisations that are not incorporated or legally recognised may be 

at risk of investment fraud and malicious hacks

their members could be exposed to liabilities as partners

What is the answer?



DAOs from regulatory 
perspective 
Some have called for greater oversight and transparency 

in algorithmic decision-making and interactive modelling

The complexity of advanced algorithms makes it difficult 

even for developers to fully understand their governing rules, and to check 

their legal compliance, for example with anti-discrimination and transparency 

laws

Self-running and self-enforcing organisations could also challenge traditional 

notions of legal personality, individual agency and responsibility.



Fintech

Conventionally:

Lower risk for small-scale financing, reduce transaction 

burden, and ultimately lower costs of capital for SMEs and 

society

Less conventionally:

Can be used as market structure shakers to true sustainability 

that prevails stronger against spacetime complexities of 

planetary changes than conventional sustainability
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